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While one cl~ will be leaving soon, another is just around the bend. ·
This map shows ho~ many students from each state have already
decided to take the Xavier-plunge in the fall:

For a look at this year's class,
check out the v~edictory
ad~es. Pages 8·-9

Donnellon talks
with Duran Duran.
Page 12

Look here for possible names for the new donn.
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Hours of volunteer work pay off

First class of Service Fellows bids farewell to Xavier
By Heather Sodergren
The Xavier Newswire

Loyalty. Service. Dedication.
.Krista Sahnd, Louis Peters
and Sean Granstaff will graduate with these qualities as exemplified be their four years as
Xavier Service Fellows.
The fellowship is the brainchild ofJanJantzen, formervicepresident of Enrollment Services, and Peters, Granstaff and
Sahnd are the first to graduate
under this scholarship.
"They were the first in the
program and they did a great
job," said David Coleman, director of Student Activities and
former men tor of the fellowship.
"They've been very versatile
and done a lot for the commu- ·
nity," Coleman said.
To maintain the fellowship,
recipients are required to do a
minimum of ten hours of ser-

Administration isn't the only agencie5," he said.
viceaweekandmaintainagrade
"I found out how things rearea which has undergone
point average of 3.25 or above.
ally worked, like in the homechanges, so have the students.
Jn addition, they must at"My best experience was lessshelter, by getting down and
tend days of group service, reworking at Our Daily Bread dirty with it."
flection days and regular meetGranstaff, Peters and Sahnd
Soup Kitchen for two years,"
ings as a group with their mensaid they are glad that the felsaid Sahnd.
.
tor throughout the year.
"I had close contact with a lowship has grown and hope
Jn the four years since it bewide variety of people everyday that it continues to grow.
gan the fellows have seen many
"When we started we didn't
and talking with them ~ade me
changes.
more aware of the social prob- know what to expect, nobooy
"Our freshman and sopholems that these people encoun- did. We all went into it blindly.
more year we had Dave.
ter. I'm more attuned to social There wer:e a lot of changes Coleman as our mentor. Then
problems on a whole and I feel I some good, some bad," Sahnd
Mary Schoen [associate director
understand them more," Sahnd said.
of the Dorothy Day House] took
.
"But I hope one change in the
over our junior year and this /an Jantzen, vice president of En- said.
"I feel that the Service Fel- future will be that they will have
year Adrian Schiess [director of rollment Services, created the Serlowship was areal growth expe- .more consistency with mentors
Freshman Programs] super- vice Fellowship.
to provide stability for the felvised us. Nextyeartheprograrn
rience for me," said Granstaff.
will be under Religious Devel"It was very character build- lows and build stronger relaSahnd said, "Some are conopment," said Peters.
cerned that it will turn into a ing and it helped me see the tionships," she said.
Granstaffsaid, "Overallitwas
"1hlschangemightputmore religious thing beirig under Re- other side of things," he said.
of a stress on the whole Catholic . ligious Development.
Peters said he agrees with the a great experience and I'm glad
I did it."
aspect of it which I think would
"I can understand it falling other fellows.
"They've done a fine job and
"The change has not been so
really limit the scholarship. I under Religious Development
hope that we [the fellowship] because it's service oriented, so much in my own personality or. we'll be proud to see ·them
maintain the ideals that Jan it should be okay as long as it · attitude. I feel that I've become graduate and continue involveJantzen had envisioned and doesn't become primarily educated about social issues ment in the community," said
don't lose sight of that."
through working with various Coleman.
Catholic."

1993 Commencement information
Deg~ ~andidates. ~mbly:

Degrees· in ~bstentia:

Graduates should arrive at the
Riverfront Coliseum no later than 8:00
.a.m. on May 15, and enter assembly
areas inside the Coliseum at street level
doors off Broadway.
Each graduate should obtain a name
card which indicates a row I position in
the line of march, do not get out of place.
Theproces.sional will begin promptly
at 9:00 a.m. Ushers will direct graduates
at appropriate times throughout the ceremony. Graduating students must remain in their seats once they have received their diploma.

Diplomas for graduates who do not
attend the commencement ceremony
may be picked up in the Registrar's
Office before June 1 or they will be
mailed at a later date.

Disabled Degree Candidates:
Degree candidates who need special
accomodations for the processional or
seating should call the Registrar's Office
for assistance.

Distribution of Diplomas:

Academic Apparel: ·
Each participant should purchase
academic apparel at the Xavier University Bookstore. This purchase must be
made in-person. Graduation announcements will also be available at
the bookstore.

Parking:
Parking is available for a fee in the
Stadium Parking Garage, in lots west of
Riverfront Coliseum, or i ndowntown
Cincinnati.

Guests of Graduates:

The name card obtained at assembly
No tickets are necessary. Enter at the
will be handed to the Dean upon reach-.
ing the staghe during the conferring of . plaza level gates (left of bridge to stadegrees.
.. di um).. Seats will be ~vailable on a first
Diplomas will be given to graduates ".come-first served b~lS. .
at the ceremony. All financial obligaThe ceremony will begin promptly
tions to the university, including the · ·at 9:00 a.m.
graduation fee must be satisfied•before
diplomas may be releclsed. Payment Baccalaureate M~: ·
must be made by Friday,April 23. If the .,, ·
graduation fee has nofbeen added to.,. All are invited to the Baccalaureate
ym.~r ~tatement, con~ac~ ~e ~ursar's Mass on Friday, May 14 at 8:00 p.m. at
Office m <!fH~~t°' avoid dif~~lties at or.,, St. Peter in Chains Cathedral, Eighth
and Plum Streets, downtown.
after the ceremony. ·

The Hoff Brau House.
,

i
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Ledgewood makes city council look both ways
By Jay Davenport
The Xavier Newswire
Cincinnati City Council met Monday
with community leaders and supporters
of Xavier to discuss the closing of
Ledgewood, the safety of students and
· the inconvenience of residents who use
Ledgewood Avenue.
Xavier University officials began the
hearing, which was attended by about BO
people, with· a summary of what they
have studied and what they have found.
John Kucia, vice president of Xavier
University began the hearing noting that
Xavier has been an asset to the development of the surrounding communities
and the City.
After Kucia spoke, architect}. Craig
Rambo presented the drawings of the

proposed
Ledgewood closing as well as a report on the disadvantages of a tunnel or a bridge.
"Because of the
slope of the hill,
and city pipes under the rod, a tunKucia
nel would be unrealistic in·this situation" said Rambo.
He continued saying "With the·
American Disabilities Act (ADA) a stair
bridge would be out of the question, and
a ramp bridge would not be convenient."
Next, traffic consultant Jack Gehrum
presented data supporting the
university's claim that Ledgewood is
more dangerous than other similar roads.

"Ledgewood
hasanaccidentrate
of20.6. Thisisthree
times the average
of accidents on
streets of its same
class," Gehrum
said. Gehrum also
presented data
Zralek
showing that each
day 800 students
cross at the Dana
crosswalk near
Herald, over 1,600 students cross at the
Victory crosswalk, and over 5,000 students cross at the Ledgewood crosswalk
near Kuhlman.
Xavier officials said the safety of this
number of students crossing Ledgewood
warrants the need to close the street.
After Xavier's presentation, the
Council opened up the
floor for debate.
Residents of North
Avondale, Evanston,
and Bond Hill presented reasons why
Ledgewood should remain open.
They noted that the
convenience of their
residents was a prime
reason
to
keep
Ledgewood open.
.;.
Community citizens
also noted that as taxpayers they were being
neglected by the city.
"As a taxpayer and
resident of Evanston,
our rights as citizens
should not be left out of
the process," said
Nafisa W ali, an
Evanston Community
Leader.
The communities of
Evanston and North

Avondale also _said that they feel the
closing of Ledgewood may lead to more
streetcclosings in the future.
"Xavier has long term plans and the
Ledgewood closing is only the beginning," said Delores Brown a resident of
Evanston.
Others in the communities also commented on the possibilities of ulterior
motives by the university. Some felt that
Dana was tom up to divert more traffic
on Ledgewood to increase statistic numbers. While others noted that the 1-71
signs around campus were placed to
encourage people to use Ledgewood also
to bolster traffic numbers.
All Xavier students and supporters
present said that the safety of students
was their main concern in the closing of
Ledgewood.
Stephen Zralek, SGA President said:
"The Ledgewood closing will increase
the security of all residents and commuters of Xavier."
The Cincirulati Director of Planning,
Lee Meyer, reported to the.commission
that the area in question is zoned as
Institutional-Residential; meaning no
new zoning will have to occur to facilitate a closing.
It was also noted that three persons
were hit on Ledgewood between 19881990 while only one was hit_ on Dana
during the same time..
Council members present were John
Mirlisena, Nell Surber, Todd ·Portune,
Nick Vehr, Pete Strauss, Tyrone Yates,
Roxanne Qualls, and Bobbie Sterne. Only
absent was Mayor Dwight Tillery.
Since an ordinance on the closing has
not been officially presented by any
council member, action on any closing
will take some time.
"This is only ahearing for the community to hear all sides. We are only here to
hear the views of all involved," said
Mirlisena, Chairman of the committee
meeting.

QUESTICJN:
WHERE'S TH£'.:lii1ST PLACE T0 LIVE OFF
CAMPUS WITH A HEATED POOL, PARTIES,
OFF-STREETPARKINGANDGREATPEOPLE?

ANSWER:

Call for more information 559-1477
688 Riddle R,oad.;. jilst afew minutes walk
om the universityt · ·
Studio, one and two bedroom apts.
available. ·
·
·
The Hall of Fame.
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Construction in final stages
By Jay Davenport
The Xavier Newswire

Construction on campus is
running smoothly and ahead of
schedule, according to Jim
Landers, director of Physical
Plant.
"The new residence hall will
be completely finished by August l," Lander said.
He said the construction of
the new hall is ahead of sched-.
ule, and should be finished in
mid-July.
'This will allow us to wax the
floors and make final touch-ups
before students arrive," said
Landers.
Landers also noted that with
the completion of the new hall,
parking spaces used for construction equipment will be
given back to the students.
·"We plan to restripe the
parking lot behind the new hall.
We will also redirect traffic patterns in the parking lot, as they
have been disrupted by the
building of the new hall" said
Landers.
The total number of parking
spaces returned to the North Lot
is still undetermined at this time.
As with the new hall, the Mall
construction· is also running

don't have the "C::apacity to do
that anymore," said David
Abernathy, a Stanford political
scientist. "Most countries are
very deeply in debt."

SAC picks new chairperson
'1 feel that the quality not
quantity policy of this year was
·quite successful," said Smith.
She would like to see more
Although this year is quickly
:oming to a close,
weekend programthe Student Activiming, including
more movies, and
ties Council is alalso more Village
ready planning for
next years events.
events.
"The Reggaefest
The first priority
for SAC ·was theseheld at the Village
lection of a new
was a great success,
:hairperson to lead
and I would like to
the group for next
see more events like
year.
that planned for
. next year," Smith
Jen Smith was
;;elected as the new
fen Smith is the new sai~~thalsonoted
:hairperson and
SAC chair.
will assume leaderthat the Spring
Concert will defi5hip responsibilities
for next years council.
nitely be held again next year.
She also felt that a big event
'1 look fom•ard to working
with the board next year," said the night before the dance at
Homecoming would be on the
5mith.
''This years group is made up committee'sagendafornextyear
;:,fa diverse group and it should semester.
'1 definitely feel that a comebe great," she said.
Smith said she does not an- dian is a possibility for the big
ticipate next year's SAC to have event for Homecoming, but
nothing is definite," said Smith.
problems like this year.
Smith noted she is open to
Smith is interested in maintaining the status quo· for next ideas and expects good ideas to
arise from the new SAC.
years SAC.

By Jay Davenport
The Xavier Newswire

Fewer students
out of Africa
STANFORD, Calif.- The
number of African college
students who are able to come
to the United States to study is
dwindling mostly because of
economic factors, officials at
Stanford University said.
The Institute for International Education reported that
21,890, or 5.2 percent, of all
international students in the
United States in 1992 were
from Africa, the lowest percentage in 30 years.
At Stanford, the number of
students from sub-Saharan
Africa dropped from a high of
60in1985-86 to 28 this year, or
1 percent of the mtlversity's
total international student
population of 2,373.
"African governments
used to pay the bills for their
students overseas, but the

The Milner Hotel.

Profs salaries
on the rise
WASHINGTON - The average salary for college and university faculty of all ranks was
2.5 percent higher for the 199293 academic year, and the average salaries for men continued
to be higher than those for
women, a survey by the American Association of University
Professors found.
Average salaries in public
institutions grew only 1.9 percent, while pay rose by 3.8 percent in private institutions and
4.2 percent at church-affiliated
schools.
However, in real terms, when
compared with the salary increases in 1991-92, the new surve found salaries decreased 0.4

smoothly.
The holes should be filled by
the end of May, and all the construction should be finished by
mid-June.
"We will cover the pipes at
theendofMay,butwewillhave
some interior work to complete
in Alter Hall" Landers said.
When all the construction is
finished on the mall, new landscaping will be placed on the
mall.
The trees next to Bellarmine
will be replaced and some flower
beds may be planted.
However, the concrete mall
will only be patched and not
completely repaved.
"We have long-term plans to
improve the mall. These improvements must wait until all
the construction, including plans
to renovate Hinkle and Alumni
are done. We do not want to
make improvements and then
havecementtrucksdriveup and
down the mall." Landers said.
Construction on the mall is
an effort by university officials
to make the buildings mor~ energy efficient.
Currently, Alter Hall is cooled
by equipment built in 1959.
The new central utility plant
will provide modem heating
and cooling to Bellarmine, J\1ter, and the CBA buildirigs. ·

percent.
. The average salary for faculty with academic rank for
all colleges and universities
combined is $52,450 at doctoral-levelinstitutions, $43,950
atcomprehensiveinstitutions,
$38,430 at general baccalaureateschools,and$37,800attwoyear Schools.
Men's salaries continue to
outpace women's.
The average salary of male
full professors is $60,620,
compared with $53,460 for female full professors.
The report surveyed more
than 2,200 institutions, which
accounts for over 90 percent
of all faculty.
collected from Col14!ge Press Service

.
Campbell's
Computers & Kids
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CAPS dean earns 'big' honor
she does not
take the place
By Amy Helmes
of
a parent.
The Xavier Newswire
"I'm not
there to be a
Big Brothers and Big Sisters
mother or repof Greater Cincinnati Inc. rerimand her,"
centlynamed Sue Wideman Big
she says. "I'm
Sister of the Year.
just there to
Wideman, whoisDeanofthe
talk and share
Center for Adult and Part-Time
problems."
Students has been involved in
In addition
the program for over seven
to her role as a
years.
Big Sister for
She has been recognized for
Lori Turney,
her outstanding loyalty, friendWideman has
file photo
ship, and .commitment to her
recently comDean of CAPS Sue Wideman (lejt) is the Greater pleted a six
Little Sister Lori Tumey.
Wideman became interested Cincinnati Big Sister of tlze Year for her commitment year term on
in the Big Brothers and Big Sis- to her Little Sister Lori Tu.mey.
the Board of
ters Program when her daughDirectors for
ter left for college.
Tumey, who is now twenty, the Big Brothers and Big Sisters
She was matched up with . has a four year old son and is program.
Tumey, who was only twelve planning to get married in a few
Wideman feels being a Big
years old at the time.
Sister has been very rewarding,
months.
Through the years, Wideman
Wideman is very proud of by broadening her experiences
has spent a lot of time with her her Little Sister's accomplish- with people from different
Little Sister becoming friends.
backgrounds, and helping her
ments.
The two spend time going to
"I can't take any of the credit, to be a better, more understandthe movies, baking cookies, and but I'd like to think that I had ing person.
just "hanging out."
"I'd like to encourage any
some influence on her," she says.
Among their most memoWideman explains how she's students who may have three or
rable outings for Wideman was tried to reinforce good values in four extra hours a week to conwhen she took Tumey horse- Tumey, such as the importance _sideu:ioing something like this.
back riding for the first tiine. ·
of education, but stresses tl)at It's very rewarding," she says.

Junior awarded
scholarship
The Cincinnati Chapter of
WomeninCommunicationslnc.
(WICI) will present the Marsh
Communications/WICI Scholarship for 1993 to Paula
Mansfield, a junior at Xavier
University.
Mansfield, a Public Relations
major with .a m.\nor in German
and Business, plans a career in
international public relations.
The $1,000 scholarship will
be presented at WICI's Annual
Matrix Dinner on May 7.
Mansfield will use the money
for her senior year at Xavier.
"I was quite surprised to receive the scholarship. I feel very
honored considering the competition I was up against," said
Mansfield
The Marsh Communications/WICI Scholarship was
established in 1990 by Betsa
Marsh, past president of WICI
and owner of Marsh Communications.
The emphasis of the scholarship is on the written word as
the basis of effective communication.

SECURITY

n.o"tes
Friday, April 23
Four misdemeanor citations issued at Reggaefest for
underage students consuming alcohol.
·
Saturday, April 24
Between2:35 and 2:45 a.m.,
someone shattered one of the
glass entrance doors leading
into Brockman Hall.
Sunday, April 25
A breaking and entering
occurredattheRainbooffices,
Housing and Physical Plant.
Taken during the theft was a
Motorola base radio, two calculators and two radios.
compiled by Jason Beck

~Tokyo

~Disneyland

Auditions

CONGRATULATIONS
Of'93!!!
I WISH I COULD BE
THERE TO CELEBRATE
WITH YOU. GOOD LUCK
. I MISS
IN THE
YOU.

Oriental Land Co. is seeking the following performers for
Tokyo Disneyland Park:
Female Dancers
Female Singers Who Dance
Male & Female Musical Theatre Performers
Ragtime Pianists
Male Jamaican/Caribbean/Reggae Style Singers
(Sebastian from The Lillie Mennaid styles)
Country/Western Two Piece Duos
(Fiddle & Guitar Players Who Sing)
6 or 8 months in Tokyo, Japan from September '93. to April '94
Beginning date and length of contract varies based on
show assignment
Salary, per diem, air transportation and American style
accommodations provided
Cincinnati, OH·· Saturday, May 15
Cincinnati School for Creative & Performing Arts
1310 Sycamore Street
9:00AM FEMALE SINGERS WHO DANCE
9:00AM MALE & FEMALE MUSICAL TIIEATRE PERFORMERS
9:00AM RAGTIME PIANISTS
9:00AM MALE JAMAICAN/CARIBBEAN/REGGAE STYLE SINGERS
11 ;OOAM FEMALE DANCERS
l:OOPM COUNfRY/WESTERN 1WO PIECE DUOS
REQUIREMENTS:
Must be at least age 18
Bring non-returnable picture and resume
Dancers must be strong in jazz, ballet and tap -- wear or bring dance attire
and shoes, combinations taught
Singers prepare two selections appropriate to your style
Bring vocal sheet music in your key, accompanist provided -- no tapes
Singers must have dance ability
· Ragtime pianists prepare a three minute presentatiQn
Country/Western duos prepare a 5 minute presentation
If you have questions, contact Walt Disney World Audition information at407/345-5701,

...

Monday through Friday (except holidays) lOAM- lPM and 2PM. 5PM Eastern Time.
©The \ValtDisncy Company

Huswoman, Kuhlwoman or Brockwoman Hall.
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NextyearoffersmanyopportunitiesfortheXavier
student body. With the arrival of m_any new administrators we have the chance to present our
concems,opinionsandadviceonanumberofissues.
Studentscomplainaboutmimerotiscampus policies and procedures, but few take the initiative to
offer·their ideas. We discuss the bookstore, ARA
. food services, financial aid and registration issues
but what, if anything, can we ·as students· do to
influence these areas?
. Do students feel helpless and basically powerless? Thestudent}?odyistheuniversity. Without the
tuition as revenue to cover theuniversity'sexpenses,
Dr. Hirte, vice-president for Financial Administration, would have a difficult situation on his hands. In
the second place,andmostimportantly, the students
are the central element of any learning institution.
With this in mind our ideas should be held with
respect and proper consideration.
Experience demonstrates that the administration
is open to suggestions and ideas, but do they actually
listen? Well, with our new found opportunity we
have the access needed to begin a new relationship
and open the lines of communications.
As students we not only have the opportunity but
the responsibility to capitalize on this situation.
But do the students care enough to utilize this
opportunity? Only time will tell; the ultimate ~eci
sion is ours to make.
-]NH

Health care plan needs shot in the arm
Cindy
Markwell

Perspectives columnist
IfHillaryhasherway,lfearhealthcareby
the year 2000 will cause some serious problems. Socialized medicine is not the answer
we need to solve this cot.intry's problems.
Though no one will say loudly, any program Hillary's committee comes up with is
bound to include rationed health care.
Many people think Canada's system is
ideal, but if we really look <:lt it closely we
would see long lists of people waiting for
critical services. The wealthy in Canada
come to the United States if they need heart
surgery or other major procedures.
I wonderhowmanyCanadiansareaware
of the high tax rate the people pay for this
wonderful system?
Both President Clinton and Hillary seem
intent on promoting the view that the problems in the high cost of health care are
because doctors, hospitals and drug companies are ripping us off. I would say there are
probably some that do, but I believe the
majority do not. The biggest reason for high
medical costs is government involvement
and excessive regulation.

Last week I picked up a prescription, one
that I have been taking for years, at my local
Kroger pharmacy and I had to sign a sheet
verifying I had no questions about this drug.
This is a new regulation that all customers
must be offered.
Most doctors would tell you what medication they are prescribing and I always
thought we were informed customers and
asked questions on our own. I have often
gone to prescription drug reference books in
order to personally research my medications. What has happened to our common
sense that we are required to have counseling on our medication?
Another idea we are hearing is price controls for doctors. In the April 5 issue
of Newsweek the average income
for doctors was published and I was
quite surprised to see how low their
incomes were. These men and
women spend incredible amounts of
money to obtain their medical de-

grees.
When doctors exit medical school
their average debt is over $50,000.
They then work70to80hoursa week, which
often includes nights and weekends, in an
effort to help people, yet the aver~ge annual
income of a family intern is approximately
$111,000. Is $1000,000 or even $2000,000 too
much to pay someone who may save your
life or the life of someone you love? I don't
think so.
Maybe we should look at our priorities.
We pay millions to athletes and entertainers,

Animal House.

yet we are concerned with this pittance doctors

make.
Inmy opinion, the other reason for high medical costs is the inSurance compariies. They are in
the business not because they care about the
patient, but to make a profit. Look at how many
insurance companies are denying coverage to
people with chronic illness. The cost of all the
paperwork and bure~ucracy also contribute to
the high cost of insurance. IhaveCrohn'sdisease
and I am often afraid someone is going to decide
I am costing too much and drop my insurance·
coverage.
It is true we must find a way to make sure all
people have health care, but letting the government do it is a big mistake. It may be a cliche but
they have enough trouble with the
Post Office and the House banking
system. Besides, the government has
never been known to shop around for
a bargain.
Many states are designing their
ownhealthcarepackages. Weshould
give this a try, at the local level, where
we would have more control and input.
National health care is one more example of
our excessive dependency on Big Brother to take
care of us. We are rapidly becoming a socialistic
country and I find that frightening. I don't have
all the answers but I do know it is not with more
government involvement.
As adults who will soon be in charge of our
own insurance and health care, I hope you take
some time to investigate what is going on in
Washington and speak out about it.
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Letters to the editor

Residents need to grow up

HONEY, I 'Bf.LIEVf ITS YOUR ~t./
TO CUANGf. THf WORLD.

-----

I am sincerely disappointed in the people of Avondale, Bondhill, and
Evanston. Why? These "friendly" neighbors of Xavier showed a~solutely no
respect or any semblance of professionalism in addressing the issue of closing
Ledge~ood on the 26th of April at the Cincinnati city hall.
· While the students sat in patient acquiescence, the "older, more mature" folks
?f the community ~ade crude, uncalled for remarks, laughed openly, and·
interrupted the Xavier representatives. When their own people rebutted, they
·
.
loudly applauded and cheered.
. By.any definitio!' .or stan~ard, ~behavior is considered rude and impolite,
·
especially at an offioal meeting of City Council.
They claim that the Xavier students show no respect when crossing
Ledgewood; are they an example of how we should act?
I understand that the people in the community will be inconvenienced if
~gew~ is allowed to close. Since I commute to Xavier everyday, I would be
mconveruenced as well. However, I am more concerned with not hitting a
pedestrian or being hit by a driver. Shouldn't safety be the priority? I find it hard
to ~derstand why the neighborhood would choose "convenience" over "safety."
Lives of people are at stake and driving an extra 2-3 minutes seems insignificant in comparison. Regardless of the decision, the system was created so that
both sides could be heard. Perhaps the people of Avondale, Bondhill, and E ·
Evanston, should take a class on Listening.
Angela K Wong
Junior

Food for
thought

the N.F.O. (National Farmers Organization) but given the fact that farmers are
proud and independent people who
would have a hard time getting- organized, this is but a pipe dream;
ForpeoplewhoenvisionHellasbeing
a place where you wear a suit and tie in
an office behind a desk, the idea of more
bureaucracy does not sound inviting.

I am. writing in .response to Kevin
Dockery'sarticle "Americanfarmersface
Joseph Glassrheyer ill
adversity; lack of respect" in the April 21
December 1992Xavier graduate
Newswire. This is probably one of the few
times that I have ever shared the same
viewpoint as Dockery.
As a Xavier graduate who aspires to
follow in his father and grandfather's
footstepsandbecomeafarmer,Dockery's
article really hit home.
The American public does not have
the first clue about the amount of effort
Sarah Buzzee's article "Pitch in just a
that goes into producing the food they littlemore"intheApril21Newswire made
eat. All~epesticidesandchemicalsthat some very good points about Xavier's
farmers use, as well as other advanced recycling program. Recycling at Xavier
farming techniques, have enabled does rely on volunteers and we do need
Americans to enjoy the privilege of hav- everyone on campus to do their part by
ing lower food costs as· percentage of not only reducing, reusing and recycling
income than any other country in the but· also by volunteering time to help
world.
collect recyclables.
However, the article misrepresented
The main problem that American
farmers face is that for every item they myself and the campus club Earthcare.
use, be it seed, fertilizer, fuel etc. they pay My positj.ons as Earthcare president and
what the seller is ch~ging, but when it recycling coordinator are separate. It is
comes time to sell their products they by no means Earthcare's responsibility
have to take what the market price is at to take care of campus recycling. Recyclingiseveryone'sbusiness,notjustthose
the grain elevator in town.
As any economics student will tell inanenvironmentalclub. Althoughmost
you, with ahomogeneous product where of the recycling volunteers are Earthcare
there are many· sellers and few buyers, members,thisisnotpartoftheirdutiesas
the buyers control the market. If you club members.
look at a loaf of bread that sells for $1.39,
The article also claimed that about
theamountthatgoestothefarmerisonly seven members participate regularly in
2 or 3 cents; the rest goes to the company Earthcare meetings. This is far fr6m the
in order to manufacture and ship the truth! We could never have pulled off
bread.
events like Rainforest Day, Earthday and
As Dockery observed, the ultimate , .Reforestation projects as well as received
end to this would be for the farmers to nominations for dub of the year twice
organize themselves. Thishasbeentried - since 1991 if only seVeJ):Il1~rrtbers had
many times with cooperatives as well as been faithful to the dub. ' .. , , ..

I appreciate Buzzee's attempt to attract volunteers for recycling and I have
thanked her personally; but I wanted to
clarify these important points.
For those on campus who are unaware, collections of beverage cans and
office paper take place every Monday
morningatcommonshour. Todonatean
hourofyourtime,meetusattheDorothy
Day house at 10:30 AM.
Sally Gladwell
Earthcare President
Student Recycling Coordinator

Earth care
clears the air The merits of

being objective

I was talking to a friend the other day
and he was all in a huff because he had
written a letter to the editor concerning
his views on government spending on
the research of AIDS, and this being
America someone disagreed. I too read
the letter and disagreed immediately and
his comment was "That's okay Rondie,
you are allowed to be wrong."
Well, Iwanttobewrong. lwanttobe
wrong on the amount of money the U.S.
spends on AIDS research. Let those homosexual, nymphoid, drug using, heart
transplant, victims of sexual violence die.
But that is not ·all I want to be wrong
about. I want to be wrong about homosexuality; just cut that craziness out, you
are hurting everyone around you.
Your behavior is affecting my life so
much that I as a heterosexual can no
longer function. I want to be wrong on
the issue of fair representation of my
Afro-American brothers and sisters. Stop
complainingbecauseyouhavebeenfairly
represented at every social function anq
one representative at every discussion
regarding minority concerns is sufficient;

Alco Hall.

we are all alike anyway.
I want to be wrong to say that Black
History Month is observed with enthusiasm by everyone.
I have no desire ~ter gaining a very
expensive liberal arts education to be
correct in my observations, and I do want
to stress that these are just observations
and wrong ones at that.
In an effort to be wrong one last time
I address my nubian brothers and sisters
who think they have not used reverse
racism in trivial pursuits; two wrongs
always make a right. '
Too often we jump to conclusions
about a certain group of people and condemning their behaviors or ideas, often
without enough information or concern
for that group and its effects.
For four years I have read, heard,
debated and tried to be fair to all sides of
the issues on and off Xavier's campus.
For example, the allegations against the
officer in the arrest of Michael Moore, the
ARA worker.
Some of us were ready to condemn
the Safety and Security officer when we
only knew part of the story. I voiced my
concerns on that issue, being wrong as
usual by not taking sides until I had facts.
After evaluating the situation from
the officer's perspective, not only a fe. male concerned with her safety, but an
officer in a compromising position. Do
not misunderstand, I did not say I condone her behavior, because I don't, nor
do I condone the ARA worker's behavior.
I guess what I am asking for is that we
should not always be on the defensive
but we should try to be on the offensive.
Research and role-reversal are the keys
to making this happen.' But don't consider my observations because I am
probably wrong.
Rondie Simpson
Senior

From the top· of the class
Speeches from the candidates

Subick named
1993 valedictorian

The valedictory process is always difficult,. and this year is no
exception. In order to reach a final decision, four candidates were
asked to submit a valedictory address. Congratulations to all the
candidates and especially to-the 1993 valedictorian, Cathy Subick.

discipline are the keys to having a ~ocial life
and getting good grades.
Dr. Max Keck, dean of Arts and Sci- ,-----'-----------------------------~
;ences, was one of the four deans on the board
On May 15 Cathy Subick will take time that decided who to choose as this year's
out at the end of her busy college schedule to valedictorian .
"We looked at all of the students who ·~ 1<
Father Hoff, administrators and faculty, dis- and in a society that seems to be more and more
. be valedictorian of the 1993 graduating class.
had four point grade av~rages," Keck said.
tinguished guests, and fellow graduates of the achievement-oriented,. it is imperative that we
. Originally from Urbana, Ill., Subick
Keck said the board also took into con- Xavier Universi.ty class of 1993: today is Com- continue to strive for a world where ethical action,
chose Xavier because she received a full
niencement, a time to reflect upon the memories service to others, and human responsibility are
scholarship and had good alumni recommen- sideration the activities the students partici- of our years at Xavier as well as glimpse into a promoted.
dations to attend the university.
pated. in, the courses they took and their future full of opportuni"ties whi"ch awai"t each and
Ideall y, as ouruni versity' s mission statement
· d"icates, our avier experiences will encompass
''What I like most about Xavier is the resumes. Every student was also asked to every one of us.
m
As. a Jesuit institution of higher learning, the entire package. We are expected to be both
atmosphere and the fact that the professors go submit a valedictory address.
"I was pretty sur- Xavier University is committed to the ideals of thoughtfulpeoplecapableofexpressingourselves
i9Ut of their way to help
prised when Dr. Keck academic scholarship, service to others, and loy- as well as people of action, and these expectations
~ou learn," Subick said.
called me to tell me I was alty to the community. And while some ofus may are not unrealistic .
, ~: FromJuneof1990
. "
chosen as valedictorian," be headed for further .education, others for
But, as I have been reminded from my own
toJune of 1991 Subick
Subick
said.
promising
careers,
and
still
others
toward
begineducation
at Xavier, the challenge of intolerance
studied abroad in Paris,
"ltwasatoughdeci- j ningaf~ily, wewillallcollectivelyleaveXavier is a continuous threat to the peace of our world
France with tiie ·Fredin
·
,, v
k .d· "C h . possessmg many of the same things.
itself. I have come to understand how to be
Scholarship;
s10n, n.ec sat .
at y
Firs t of a n, we
· 1eave wit· h a qual"tty ed uca- steadfastinmyownopinions,tobelieveinmyself,
"I would love to
has an excellent record ti on, one which challenged us, and one that has and yet to accept o~hers who may look differently
eventually move back to
and she is going to do prepared us for whatever road we might choose. or think differently that do I.
''
Franc~;" Subick said.,
very well."
Inherent in a liberal arts background is the variety
I recently came across the phrase "marketDr.
Jo
Ann
Recker,
of
disciplines
to
which
a
Xavier
graduate
is
explace
of ideas" in a book by attorney Aian
However, after
Modem Languages, was posed. What develops is an intellectual maturity Dershowitz. In many ways, a university is comgraduation Subick plans
one of Subick's French and confidence in oneself;the ability to critically parable to a "marketplace of ideas." Some ideas
to attend graduate school
professors. Recker said analyze thoughts and ideas fortheirrelative merit, have more value, some are "cheaper," of you will,
at Southern Methodist
Cathy was a very creative whether those ideas have been long accepted or . but every idea has some worth, at minimum to be
University in Dallas.
student with an outstand- are totally revolutionary·
freely expressed. It ·is our differences coupled
She is specializing in
ing attendance record.
As graduates, although we may not have all with our similarities which make the human race
International Economthe right answers, what a liberal arts education unique, and which gives life dive.rsity.
Recker
also
said
Subick
ics.
fosters is the ability to ask the right questions. As
Part of the importance of today's comXavier University class of 1993
was always prepared and we enter the "real world," we will undoubtedly mencementceremonyisthatitisaculmiriationof
During her first two valedictorian Cathy Subick was one offour
spoke French beautifully. encounter many new experiences. But our thinking a journey by people of many different races, from
years at Xavier, Subick students considered for the honor.
Subick graduates and decision-making processes ingrained at Xavier. . many regions of the country and world, and of all
played on.the women's
volleyball team. She now works at Godiva · from Xavier with a double-major in Business will always leave us prepared.
different age groups, who have all attained the
However,
academic
achievement
is
not
the
same
thing - a fine liberal arts education, a belief
Economics
and
French
with
a
minor
in
EnChocolate in Kenwood Mall and lives in an
sole
measure
of
success
for
Xavier
graduates.
in
serving
other human beings, and many lifelong
p.ff;c~P,US apanment. When asked what she glish.
not
edticated
to
be
solitary
friendships
and memories.
Human
beings
are
She has received the St. Francis Xavier
likes to do in her spare time SubiCkjokes, "I
If we have collectively learned anything
Scholarship, which pays for all of her tuition citizens, but, rather, people living in a:community.
don't have spare time."
Inevitably, Xavier graduates are measured not from the past, it is that no obstacle is insurWhen: Subiek does find spare time she and the Downing Scholarship which gives her
only by what we receive at Xavier, but also by mountable, whether man-made or natural, save
enjoys dancing, Graeters ice ere.am and going a research grant to study a topic of her choice.
what we contribute to society as a whole.
possibly one: ourselves. Our mission not merely
When asked where she sees herself ten
out with her friends and her boyfriend.
Often we hear the phrase repayment of as graduates but as car_ing human beings is to be
There is no doubt working and going to years from now Subick said, "I se~ myself education. And while at first we may see dollar tolerantofourowndifferencesandlivepeacefully
school have been hard for her. Considering living in Washington D.C. worki;ng as .an signs,' repayment of a college education is really amongst one another.
Subick will graduate with a perfect four point - economist for the world bank and.flyingaJI about taking our academic experiences and our
This challenge will constantly confront us
growthasindividuals,andgivingtoothers, whether all in times when our days as Xavier students are
GPA she said time management and self- over the world."
---~--~~-~------------------------~~~~be~~rti~~oor~~~~as,m~~ ~~~~m~~.A~~~m~th~p~~
iabor. Yousee,there"isnotarightwayorawrong are uncertain, I am quite sure that the Xavier
way to help each other, but there is always a way, University class of 1993 will rise to the occasion.

By Kathy Rolfes
:· ·The Xavier Newswire

Robert D. Shank, College of Social Sciences

x

I

Sueann L. Burge, College of Arts and Sciences

, Father Hoff, distinguished faculty, parents,
gu~ts,and fellow graduates:
!
We come before you tOday as a product of
our education. Xavier University has endowed us
with the wisdom and knowledge ofthe ancients,
~h~le expanding our horizons to include the most
ctiiTent inf()rmation on o~r world and universe.
. We stand before you, a culmination of the
effortsofmany,theleastofwhombeingourselves.
We have learned specifics and have gathered a
multitude of incidentals. Science majors know
the 'Worki~gs of the human body, while philosophy majors theorize why it exists.
Sttidents of political science, business, and
.theology'see war, conflict, and its ramifications
from different pomts of view. Our educational ·
process has traversed myriad routes, but each of us
learned to tie our shoes from a loving individual
who had the patience and understanding that we
needed.
Education is imperative. Our expanding
global economy, a host of environmental issues,
and the physical and psychological welfare of our
community influence what we choose to do with
this education. Therefore, we need to establish
·core values to be used as guides as we embark on
our journey through life.
Key to the effective use ofeducation are core
values. that we establish for ourselves. They are
not just goals, for even with the utmost effort and
determination, goals are not always realized.
Core values, however, are those determinants
in our lives that influence the way we live and
become a deciding factor in the way we treat
others. Education is important, but core values are
essential to a productive and fulfilling life.
As we ·observe our lives thus far, certain
values come nakirally to us as a result of those who
have touched our lives. Excellence is one e~
ample. We 'have employed talent, skills, and

-~arolina Gimenez-Ortiz, College of Business Administration

abilities to become part of this ceremony today.
A sense of pride has been implanted early in
Father Hoff, faculty, family, friends and
our lives for a job well done. The potential has
always been there, but our performance has been · students:
,
th~ key needed to unlock it.
··
For all of us who are newly graduated, a new
Humanity is fundamental to our very exist- stage in our lives begins today. But it also means
ence. In a world that seems filled with injustice, that it's now time to say good-bye to our beloved
we must show by example that justice does exist. school, Xavier University. This is hard because
Through our endeavors and undertakings we have Xavier has been a very important part of our lives
aresponsibilitytobeequitableandfaiftoourselves for the past four year.s.
and others.
·
· To me, Xavier meant almost everything.
Trust is essential in our life and to our Indeed, before I came to the United States, obcommilnity. We must establish respect because taining a college degree from·this university was
without it we have Jost dignity. We are all unique, beyond my wildest drea~s. Now, four years later,
but share many inherent qualities. Consideration, I couldn't be happier and more thankful to all
care, and compassion should be a focus within our those who helped my dream come true.
lives.
First of all, thank you to all the professors
Service is a significant core value that unfolds as we mature. Look back at the legions who
have responded to the needs of others. Men and
women, great and small, have answered to both
the expressed and perceived needs of our society.
Some in this graduating class will chose
professions predicated in service to the community, while others will respond in a volunteer
effort.
Albert Schweitzer, recipient of the Nobel
Peace Prize, said, "I don't know what your destiny
will be, but I know the only ones among you who
will really be happy are those who will have
sought and found how to serve.,,
We stand before you today, graduates of
Xavier University. We are the product of a quality
Jesuit education and we are influenced by the
people and community that encircle us.
Our calling is to live our lives guided by
exce.llence, justice, mercy, human dignity and
service.
God grant us the ability to temper knowledge and values to make a difference.

justice. Through university ministry, many of us
were able to help others on campus and in the
Cincinnati area. In several extracurricular groups,
I found other students who shared the same values
and goals, so with each other's support, we lent a
hand to those in need.
But Xavier opportunities to get involved
did not stop there by any means. A variety of other
groups and activities covered different interests of
the students. I joined several of these societies,
fraternities and teams and eventually served as an
officer. In this way, I had a chance to give back to
the Xavier community some of all I received.
Participation helped me to develop, feeling
that even my small contribution was important. I
who provided us an excell~nt education and also learned that everyone's participation was
· c;onveyed to us their high quality knowledge and valuable. By serving, we all improved leadership
. skills. Each of you gave personal attention to the and communication skills.
And of course, after four exciting years at
students, addressing ourneeds for knowledge and
Xavier, I think this campus is the most friendly
wisdom.
.
In my field, accountmg, you prepared me to place that exist~ .. We meet here very special
become what I am proud of being today: a pro- people who will remain our friends forever, no
fessional, eager to start a career. With your help, matter where the future finds us.
We will never forget the wonderful times we
teachers, I obtained a responsible position, and
nowlamreadytoserveotherswithmyprofessional. shared together: basketball game!!, lunches at the
grill, parties, plays and so many other fun and
assistance.
I would like to give a special thanks to Dr. happy times. Thank you for being my friends. I
Surdick, my advisor, for teaching and supporting love you all.
Now my dream has come true. I would like
rile throughout these four years.
to
especially
thank the Kiefhabers, my second
But intellectual skills in our field was notthe
only kind of education we received at Xavier; we family, for making my dream possible and for
learned the Jesuit ideals that involved us as a supporting me during 111Y, college years.
· Finally, all of us stu,dents are ready now for
whole person in mind, body and spirit. We were
exposed to different issues and social concerns this new step, and it sounds exciting as well as
helpingustoexpandanddevelopourownpotential scary. I know, however, that we'll be successful
because Xavier prepared us with excellence. All
as humans. ·Xavier helped us grow and mature.
The Jesuit ideal also opened many opportu- I'd like to say to our dear school now is: "Xavier,
nities for service and commitment to peace and we'll miss you!"
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Miller, Conway, XU tennis finish strong
By Kipp Hanley
The Xavier Newswire

With only two graduating seniors, the
XU tennis team was labeled as a young,
gifted team of the future.
However, it was yesterday's clutch
performances from seniors John Miller
and Kevin Conway in both singles and
doubles that allowed Xavier to defeat
Ohio Wesleyan; 5-4 to end the year at 116.

Down 4-3, the seniors pulled out all
the stops to defeat their opponents and
finish off their careers at Xavier with
grand style.
"In my 31 years of coaching tennis,
I've never had a more exciting finish for
two seniors," expressed an elated Coach
Brockhoff.
Both Miller and Conway were ecstatic
with their final performances as well.
"It was definitely the best set of tennis
that I've played all year," said Conway.
Miller agreed: "I was pretty pumped
up for it to say the least."
This season grand finale can be attributed in part to the drive and determination that these men exhibited throughout their playing days at Xavier.
"After my first year, I just wanted to
work up the line," recalled Miller.
While wearing a Musketeer uniform,
these seniors WOI,'\ a total of 64 singles
matches. They also were very successful

photo by Holly Brooks

The 1993 Xavier men's tennis team
in doubles together, winningl9 matches in
just two years.
Coach Brockhoff was especially pleased
with the seniors last outing.
"They really had not gotten the spotlight
throughout their years at Xavier. However,
it really worked out today for them,"
Brockhoff said.

This success was apparently contagious. According to Coach Brockhoff,
their 11-6 record was due to their hard
work and .discipline despite the bad
weather throughout the spring.
"Once we started to play, we extended a great deal of effort," commented Brockhoff.

· Despite returning four underclassmen that averaged over nine wins
apiece, the Xavier tennis team will sorely
miss the leadership of Miller and
Conway and contributing walk-on
Dave Walters.
"They are our eternal heroes," said
Brockhoff.

Men's golf having an up and down spring
By Kipp Hanley
The Xavier Newswire
Just like any other sport, golf has it's
share of peaks and valleys. The XU golf
team is no stranger to this fact of life.
After starting the season with a subpar 14th place out of 23 teams at the
Jackson St. Invitational, the Muskies
have rebounded quite nicely with impressive performances at Purdue, Indiana University, Wright St., and Bradley U;'liversity.

They finished second, 10th, sixth, and
second in the respective tournaments.
According to Coach Doug Steiner, 10th
place finish at I.U. was not indicative of
how well the team is playing now.
"We played a very impressive field,
and we're right in the thick of things till
the last round," said Steiner.
The team's turnaround, according to
Coach Steiner, can be attributed to the
play of underclassmen Jason Riedmiller
and Jimmy Zettler.
Zettler, only a freshman, has the team's
lowest average in the spring, 75.6.

"He's starting to realize his poten"Despite an up and down spring,
tial and he's only going to get better," we've definitely improved from last
year," said Steiner.
said Coach Steiner.
After a slow start, Riedmiller has
The Muskies will finish the season
really turned on the juice. He has fin- off May first and second with the
ished in second place overall in the Michigan St. Invitational in East
last two tournaments with outstand- Lansing, Mich.
ing scores of 142 and 151.
In the fall the Muskies will putt for
Red-hot Riedmiller will be featured their fourth consecutive MCC golf
in an article in an upcoming Cincinnati championship.
Enquirer issue as well.
Not bad for a program who hadn't
Despite the roller-coaster ride this won the title before three seasons ago.
season, Coach Steiner is happy with _They'll be favored to take the title
the team's performance.
again.

The Big Expensive Building That Took Away Parking and Closed Ledgewood.
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Muskies are 9-11 in league play

A look back at the
Morrey not happy with series split memorable moments
DeVault earning the victory as
With 11 wins in the last two
the team squeaked out a 7-6 win. weeks, Morrey is counting on a
Tite Xavier Newswire
In Sunday's opener, starting stronger defense for this
pitcher T.R. O'Brien was · afternoon's 2:00 p.m. matchup
TI1eMusketeer baseball team strapped with several unearned at Hayden Field against Eastern
is finding the road up the ladder runs and a tough 13-7 loss, his Kentucky. After all, a 3-2 game
in the MCC standings a little bit record falling to 3-7.
is better than a 15-10 score.
"It'sabetterkindofgame;it's
more difficult, after splitting a
Both teams combined for ten
four-game series against errors. Settling down for the not a wild scramble. You can't
Duquesne in Pittsburgh.
series closer, BrianHindersman get into the carelessness that
Inconsistent defense on a pitchedacompletegamebehind follows a team that struggles.
rather poor field in Pittsburgh a fifteen-hit attack, Xavier com- You have to play each game as
and a struggling performance ing up on the winning end of a best you can."
on the mound was a common 15-lOscoreina virtualslugfest.
Following Wednesday's
denominator for both teams The win raised Hindersman's game, the Musketeers prepare
throughouttheseries,afactthat record to 4-4.
for a pair of doubleheaders at
didn't please head coach John
The series split against the home against Daytop. Game
Morrey.
Dukes came after a strong first time is l:OOp.m. on Friday, 12:00
"I thought we were going in halfoftheweekfortheMuskies, noon on Saturday.
the right direction until this splitting a Tuesday doubleweek. We didn't pitch well or header at home against Indiana
play defense well. We had too State and taking a pair of games
many errors and the pitching on the road from Akron on
waswaytoosketchy. Ifwedon't Wednesday.
play good defense, we don't
DeVault earned his first win
have a chance."
of the week and of the season in
On the upside for the Tuesday's opener against the
Muskies, senior catcher John Sycamores, pitching five strong
Dressman usedahotbattocarry innings in a 7-5 win. Xavier fell
asix-gamehittingstreakthrough in a rain-plagued nightcap 12-9.
the series, and sophomore
At Akron, O'Brien and
pitcherBrandonDeVaultearned Hindersman teamed up for a
tw.o wins in relief for a 2-1 sea- pair of seven-inning efforts and
son record.
" ····.··
· "viCforie's;· O'Brfoh "eammg·· a·
Dressman currently leads the complete game in the opener, as
team in at-bats (147) and stands the Musketeers showed strong
secondinhits(41)andruns(27). hitting in 7-3and 8-4 wins.
.
In the opening game, the
DeVault's winning ways are
Muskies and Dukes exchanged one of many improvements
offensive onslaughts for much coming from a pitching staff
of the game before X finally fell deep influx, with themovement
12-10.
of reliever Jim Elliott to starter,
Junior starting pitcher Jim and vice-versa for senior Tony
Elliott took the loss despite go- Pezzica. According to Morrey,
ing five and two-thirds innings, "Your best four guys are candilowering his season record to 2- dates to pitch on the weekend,
3, while defensively Xavier and we're having troubles
committed five errors.
choosing. T.R. [O'Brien] and
Game two turned out to be Brian[Hindersman)aretheonly
much more fortuitous for the guys at the top. What is needed
Muskies and their overall game, is consistency."

By Jason Beck
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GEM * MINERAL* JEWELRY
·sALE&SHOW

XU

Unique Gems and Finished Jewelry Supplies, Books, Minerals,
Crystals
FREE SPECIMENS FOR KIDS
CINCINNATI GARDENS
2250 Seymour Avenue
FREE PARKING
SATURDAY, MAY 1, 10 am· 7pm
SUNDAY, MfY 2, 10 am· 5pm
"dults $4.00, Children $1.00
· Under 6 and Scouts Free
$1.00 Off Adult Admission with this ad

Emmett
Prosser

Sports editor

111is is the final act of the
1992-93 Sports section.
The swan song, the epitaph.
The fat lady is warming up her
vocal cords in the bullpen. Our
show will continue next year. I
as the editor have had a blast.
We sure hope you've enjoyed
our production.
The year hasn't been without
a few surprises. The men's soccer team made like the Atlanta
Braves and went from last place
to first in the MCC. It marked
the first time in school history
that the Musketeers took home
the conference trophy. Keep in
mind XU edged out perennial
power Evansville for the title.
The year wasn't without injuries either. The XU volleyball
team could have brought the
red cross in. Every time they got
on a roll, somebody traded in
their knee pads for a pair of
crutches.
Some guys loved Xavier so
much, they left. Frank Zuccala
resigned as women's soccer
coach and men's basketball assistant Skip Prosser will take the
head position at Loyola of
Maryland in the fall.·
Some teams played better
with adversity. The women's
basketball squad became the first
team other than the men's basketball team to receive an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament. The girls did this without
leading scorer and rebounder
LynnBihn,whowasonthepines
due to a knee injury.
One team shot par again and
another team just kept on shooting.
The golf team won its third
consecutive MCC golf title and
the rifle squad finished fifth in
the nation. The highest of any
team at Xavier. Coaches Doug
SteinerandAlanJosephhaven't
lost their touch for championship form.
Brian Grant was named
player of the year by the MCC in
men's basketball.
Both swimming teams finished the season among the

Ledgewood Avenue Memorial Hall.

leaders in national grade point
average.
Jason Parker was named rifle
first team All- America.
But all the individual and
team honors cannot begin to tell
the story of what Xavier athletes
accomplished this season.
Chris Mack and Nicole Like
came back from anterior cruciate knee injuries and made significant contributions to their
teams.
Jenny Lopez and Lisa Ennis
graduate from Xavier as the ·
winningest tennis duo in school
history.
The women's golf team enjoyed a successful inaugural
season.
The baseball team has shown
glimpses of the what is to come
once new coach John Morrey
gets his system h1 place. The
squad has remained competitive despite losingmany players
from last year's team.
Jamie Gladden started 121
consecutive games on the hardwood.
Mary Nock, Jennifer Nunn
and Andi V. an Winkle leave
Xavier winning more volleyball
games than any other group of
seniors.
I'm sure I'm leaving a lot out,
but almost all of our teams enjoyed fine seasons.
I was also impressed to see
how the athletes handled the
Dayton and Duquesne situation.
Though it is Xavier's wish right
now to stay in the MCC, the loss
of two teams including a key
rivalhad to raise some eyebrows.
I'm sure there are freshmen
and sophomores wondering if
they will continue to compete in
the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference after next season.
Three of our teams went to
the NCAA tournament. The rifle
team finished fifth in the nation
and the men's basketball team
finished as high as 23rd. The
women's team nearly upset the
Clemson Lady Tigers on their
home court. They will probably
befavorednextyearin the league
as the women's automatic
NCAA bid is still secure in the
MCC.
Obviously we'd all like to see
a XU-Indiana rematch in the
NCAA tournamentnextseason.
Though that probably will not
happen, The Muskies will get a
crack at Duke in Durham N.C.
on Dec. 4 on ESPN.
But that's next year.
Congratulations athletes on
a great year. You can all take a
bow.
Go home. The show is over.
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An interview with Nick Rhodes and Warren Cuccurullo

Duran Duran: The notorious Wild Boys are back
By Molly A. Donnellon
The Xavier Duranimal
Justwhenyou'rereadytosell
that old vinyl record of Duran
Duran, like a boomerang, they're
back on the music scene. Only
now, the objects of our prepubescent wonder are all grown
up , much like their fans.
Speaking with Nick Rhodes
and Warren Cuccurullo, it's obvious
that
the
now
thritysomething quartet has
more of a grasp on their lives
and careers than in the earlier
years.
When discussing their latest
album, titled Duran Duran, they
agree that there is an element of
angst in the lyrics.
"I think there's a lot of anger
in the album," said Nick Rhodes,
who founded Duran Duran with
bassist John Taylor in the late
'70s. "A lot of it has to do with
what the eighties did to a lot of
people. It was the decade which
set everybody up, every thing
was possible and everybody had
lots of fun. And then towards
the end everybody started getting the check for everything.
[Duran Duran] was very much

Duran Duran: John Taylor, Nick Rhodes, Simon LeBon and Warren Cuccunlllo
at the storm center of all of that
and towards the end when we
were trying to pay off all the
lawyer bills and all the accountant bills, we had lOOcompanies
and we didn't know what any
of them did. It was a night-

mare."
The nightmare though,
started out like a dream come
true with record companies, reporters, and fans all at their feet.
However, in these early years
Duran Duran was often accused

of getting by on their looks.
''That was very kind of them
but its a fallacy to think that
anyone can get by with something so trivial. A pretty face is
going· to hurt anything, but at
the same time if you don't have

some kind of substance or quality there's no way you'll get
through it," said Rhodes.
Cuccurullo, who joined the
band in 1985 replacing guitarist
Andy Taylor, defends their
success. "If Duran Duran had
one hit record then, yeah, they
got by on their looks. But there
was a period of five years of
continued success from Girls on
Film on, " said Cuccurullo.
In fact, their success with Girls
on Film may be partially attributed to the video that was made
for the song. The video showed
the band on stage while scantily
clad men and women frolicked
in a boxing ring before them.
"The long version [of the video]
was made purely for American
clubs. The first time we came to
America in 1980, "said Rhodes,
"there was this great scene
springing up ~all the rockch~bs,
where they were hooking ·up
giant video screens .... We'd
never scene this before and we
thought, wow, itwouldbekind
of cool to do a video that was a

-Duran
cont page 15

From Rubble to Romulan, Kings Island makes the change
By Sara Hayes
The Xavier Newswire
"If you buy it even more will
come," seems to be Paramount's
Communicaton'smantra after a
successful opening on April 7 of
their newly acquired amusement park, Kings Island.
Paramount Communications, a global entertainment and
publishing company, purchased
Kings Island in October of 1992
adding it to the list of other
amusement parks that it owns
and operates including
Paramount's Kings Dominion
in Richmond, VA.
Paramounes Kings Island
promises to bring Hollywood to
Ohio with their new theme of
combining the "magic of the
movies with the thrills of a lifetime." Perhaps a good place to
begin a day there is at "The Paramount Story" (formerly Tower
Gardens). This walk of fame
highlights the history of Para-

mount pictures especially
Academy Award winners from
1912-1992.
Another
addition
to
Kingslsland is a high-tech laser
show entitled 'The Lazer Zone:
Missionlmpossible": Presented
at the Paramount Theater (formerly the American Heritage
Music Hall), this state-of-the-art
experience is one for the entire
family. The combination of
music, lights and lasers takes
audience members undercover
on a mission where scenes and
stars from popular Paramount
action movies like "The Untouchables," "Days ofThunder,"
and "Beverly Hills Cop" are encountered.
Joining the walk around
Hanna-Barbera characters will
be new faces greeting guests.
You could find yourself face-toface with lifeforms from distant
galaxies like Klingons and
Romulans from "Star Trek" or
ilight crew members from "Top

Gun."
Items bearing logos from
popular Paramount movies,
television shows and publications are featured in the park's
merchandise this year. if you
are desperately searching for
that"Wayne'sWorld"hatorthe
"Star Trek" t-shirt then King's
Island is the place to shop.
One of the biggest changes
Paramount has made is the addition of the new roller coaster
"Top Gun."
It differs from the other roller
coasters at King's Island in that
it is a suspended coaster, hanging from the track instead 'of
riding on top of it. With Lltls
addition, Paramount's Kings
Island now boasts an arsenal
numbering eight, one of the
largest assortments of roller
coasters in the world.
Unfortunately, like the
movie, the hype proves to be
better than the actual ride.· ·

Koresh Hall (aka "The Compound").

file photo

Paramount splashes onto the theme park scene
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The maddening times of
The Xavier Newswire
By Molly A. Donnellon
Diversions Editor

file photo

Blind Melon are Christopher Thorn, Glen Graham, Shannon Hoon,
Roger Stevens and Brad Smith.

Blind fires up Guns.
By Rob Gibbons
The Xavier Newswire
Lastweek,lhad the privilege
tospeakwithChristopherThom
of Blind Melon, a band that is
quickly gaining the attention
and respect of audiophiles in
America and beyond.
Blind Melon and Guns 'n
Roses will be showing greater
Cincinnati what real rock 'n' roll
is all about May 1 at the
Riverfront Coliseum. Show up
early andsee for yourselves why
this band will soon be headlining major arenas.
I have seen Blind Melon
classified by some people as a
hard rock band. Others have
labeled you as alternative. And
still others in some reviews
have gone so far as to group
with grunge bands. People are
obviously having trouble classifying· Blind Melon. How do
you classify yourselves or do
you even try to?

II.

HAVE FUN
AND EARN
EXTRA CASH
EVERYDAY AT
DOMINO'S

Now hiring drivers full and
part time flexible hours.
Requires a car, insurance
and a good driving record.
Please bring this ad to get
an immediate interview
between 11 a.m. & 4 p.m.
396-7400
3915 Montgomery Rd.

Norwood, Ohio
ALSO XAVIER STUDENTS
CAN ENJOY MEDIUM ONE
TOPPING PIZZA FOR ONLY
$4.99

That's really perfect for us.
We aren't one thing, which is
good. We have a lot of different
texturesandlayers. We'drather
have people just listen and not
be concerned with classifying
us, just to listen and say, 'hey
they' re good' or 'they' re bad period.'
How did you guys come up
with the name Blind Melon?
BlindMelonisjustsomething
[bassist] Brad Smith's dad used
tosaytohim whenhewasakid.
One day, just before we were
aboutto getsigne.~, B_radblurted_
itoutduringpracticeanditstuck.
How were you fortunate
enough to be signed by such a
major label like Capitol
Records?
Ourfourtrackdemotapewas
released to several record companies. A week later we found
ourselves at lunch with Capitol.
It really blossomed into a great
thing. Capitol gave us what we
reallywanted. Theygaveusthe
most control.
Where does Blind Melon
hail from?
We're from all over. I have a
placeinSeattlerightnow. We're
basically just a gypsy ass band,
constantly moving from place
to place.
How long and with what
otherbandshaveyouguysbeen
touring?
We've been touring for quite
a long time. We started touring
even before our album came out.
We went on tour with 120 Minutes. Our first tour was with
Sormdgarden. TI1e tour didn't
last very long but it was great to
play with a band like that for our
first time. We've played with
Ozzy [Ozbourne] and Alice in
Chainsalso. Wereallylikeplaying the small clubs where you

-Blind Melon

cont. on page 15

Between myself and Madonna, I think we've seen it
all, done it all, and had our
hair colored every color of
the rainbow all in the last five
years. Finally,afterfiveyears
with The Xavier Newswire, I'm
moving on.
My time with this paper
has been outstanding from
start to finish. I remember
the first article I wrote. It was
a page-long insight into vampires. For the first time in my
life, my eccentricities had
proven beneficial. The staff
brought me on as a reporter.
With little experience, my
next assignment brought me
backstage interviewing the
band Skinny Puppy. Soon
the interview took a complete
tum as the police busted in
and arrested the band. I
learned from this tragic experience to always have the
flash in your camera ready! I
remember the debate in
Newswire office the next day
as I tried to convince my
editor that I must print the
police officer's quote: "We
don't need any f-king
identification, you're all going
to jail." Now, for the second
time runs that quote.
As Diversions.Editor for
the past three and one-half
years, I have continued to
have experiences such as the
first Skinny Puppy bust.
Over the years, I've been
on David Letterman,
watched a taping of MTV
after interviewing VJ Andrew
Dad.do, been in the men's
lockerroom at Madison
Square Garden after the
Knicks/Cavaliers game and
had the pleasure of interviewing Pauly Shore, David
Copperfield, Lenny Kravitz,
The Beastie Boys, The
Ramones, Jane's Addiction,
Lorne Michaels, Richard
Lewis, Mary Travers of Peter,PaulandMaryandfinally,
after ten years of waiting
Duran Duran. Tooting my
ownhom? Yup.
The "famous people" I've
met, though, haven't affected
me as greatly as my friends at
this school.
Lena Ina was Sports Editor for two years and we had
many a late night in this of-

photo by Bryan Powell

tlie

Graceland II.

And now, tlie end is near...
fice listening to Haircut 100.
Lena, hope all is well in Cleveland and thanks for all the basketball games and all-nighters
in NYC.
Stube, Brian, Duane, Kathy,
Mike and Roz: I'm finally
graduating and the last member
of staff to remember all of you. I
learned many things from your
criticisms and shined very
brightly from your compliments. Brian Sullivan was the
first editor-in-chief to catch me
censoring my style towards a
more newsy direction. Since
then, I've promised to make
everything as "Molly-esqe" as
po~sible.

Thanks needs to be given to
.the people outside the staff
who've tolerated me. Marshall,
if it were up to me, I'd see that
you had your own column every week so the eccentricities
continue with people like yourself. My experiences with the
Brand X crew are some that I'll
never forget-how could I?
You've got them all on 3 1/4inch tape, so I can't forget! I've
had the pleasure of watching us
grow from timid to confident
directors, even though we didn't
always get it right. Sorry Gary.
Aslsaid,Marshall, we'reone
of the few-it's there even
though we don't see it in·our-

selves. See you at The Academy Awards. Brendan, what
can I say? You're my mental
partner in crime, even if you
are just Michael DeAloia aftera visitto the attitude clinic.
Mr. Bungle: The countdown now beginS for your
last year, bud. I promise to
wait for the Michigan Ave.
address. Get Brett Wier!
To Mom, thanks for the
trips to the bank and the
sanity breakfasts. Hail!
Knight of the Woeful Countenance, don't stop chasing
windmills. Your last investment is about to graduate
and payoff.
Lastly, I would like to
compliment the staff of this
year. Your efforts and energy amaze me. You've accepted my weaknesses and
given me a new perspective.
Bryan and Matt thanks for
saving my ass so many times
and I'm glad I don't have to
be here to save yours when
this goes to print.
Best of luck to the Diversionsof the future. Sara, Pam
and Rob: pe relentless, make
phone calls, ~ questions,
and never say never.
Now, into the windmillfilled future. "Sancho, my
armor, my sword!"
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Diversions
has mini-movie
posters to give
away. If you are
interested in these
posters call Sara or
Pamela at The
Xavier Newswire,
X3832.

)

ENJOYA
4.0

BREAKFAST
Universal Pictures and Diversions will be offering
complimentary movie passes to an advanced screening of

Treat yourself to breakfast
at Arthur's this week-end.
Saturday and Sunday,
9:30 am til 2 pm. Put
yourself at the top of the
class. Only at Arthur's.
Join us.

"Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story."
The advanced screening will be tonight at Loews KenwQod Towne
Center at 7:30 p.m. Tickets and posters will be given away today at
6·p.~. in front of the University Center.. ·
.Annie Hall.

Bar • Restaurant • Garden
3516 Edwards Rd.
Hyde Park Square
871-5543
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-Duran

lighthearted. "A lot of people
who came to see us back then
cont. page 15
had a lot of fun, well, we did
too. We were young ourselves,"
said Rhodes. "We've
bit more... what's the word...
got
a
whole
new generation
should I use the word erotic?"
of people who coming who
Needless to say after this
video, the band got a reputation are 14 now, who were barely
born back when we were
amongst their fans and among.
making
our first record. It's
teen magazines as being playboys. However, they don't feel very exciting for us. I hope
that this reputation is connected you come and see the show if
you saw us back then. Then
with their videos. Rhodes beyou'll seethathoweyermuch
lieves that the video was
you'vechangedin that period
"probably taken on face value.
and whatever you've been
It was very tongue-in-cheek. H
through in your life, the same
was very funny. There wasn't
kinds of things have hapanythingaboutitinanywaythat pened to us."
was pornographic or wrong. It
Taking their fame into
was pretty harmless stuff."
perspective, Rhodes can apCurrently Duran Duran is on preciate where the past has
the road touring in "countries
brought them and where the
with unstable governments,"
future will bring them as "it's
jokes Rhodes. On the day we
great being successful when
spoke they were touring in Af- you'reyoungbecauseyoucan
rica, playing for crowds of afford to be frivolous and
twenty thousand people. enjoy things but maybe when
They're promising a tour of the
you learn to respect life in
States this summer with many
general more you're slightly
college dates and smaller club more cautious. "
dates. The tour will bring them
With the maturity of the
toCincinnationAugust2, when band, it looks as if they may
they will play Riverbend.
not need the prayer they
Though they hold some ani- saved 'til the morning after.
mosity from days past, their attitude toward touring is more

A

DISPATCH

Off t~e Wall

Dr. Michael Jackson

"\Y/e ct~n fly, you know," Michael Jackson once told Newsweek. "We jusc don'c know
how to think the right thoughts and levitate ourselves off che ground." And, of
course, more recently, and ~ith an equally firm grip on realicy, he said, "I can't
think of a better way to spread the message of world peace than by working with
the NFL and being part of Super Bowl XXVJI." Given these remarks, the derisive
term chat Jackson used most frequently in his television inrerview with Oprah
Winfrey seems an awful lot like the pot calling the kettle .... er, black?
ON RUMORS THAT ...
... HE SLEEPS IN AN OXYGEN

"They go too far ... .Jr's crazy."
... OPRAH WAS CONTRACTUALLY

TANK:

BOUND TO CALL HIM THE KING OF

"That scary is so crazy .... Don't
believe these crazy stories."

POP:

"It's crazy."

••• HE WANTED A WHITE BOY TO

... HE TOLD PRESIDENT CLINTON

PLAY HIM AS A CHILD IN A PEPSI

HE HAD TO BE THE ONLY ONE TO

COMMERCIAL:

PERFORM AT THE INAUGURATION:

"That is so stupid ... the most
ridiculous, horrifying story I've ever
heard. It's crazy .... Stop believing
these horrifying stories."

"That is horrible. Thac is the
stupidest, craziest story I have ever
heard .... That is so stupid to me. I
mean, it's crazy."
·

••• HE HAS HAD PLASTIC SURGERY

... HE HAS PROPOSED TO LIZ

ON HIS EYES, CHEEKBONES AND

TAYLOR:

LIPS:

· -- What'sitlikeworkingwith
Guns 'n' Roses?

cont. from page 13

•

MAGAZINE

Diagnoses His Critics

with when w.e_get a break.

-Blind Melon

FROM

Well, we really don't hang
can see and hear much easier. out or party together or.
We did that for a couple of anyhting like that, but so far
months. We're with Guns 'n' the tour has been great. They
Roses now. Soon, we'll be tour- · have a great family surrounding and shootirig a video in ing them. The crew is very nke
mexico. Then, we'll be playing and helpful. The audiences
in Europe for thre and a half have-really been great; they've
weeks, and back to the States been listening and giving us a
again in June. We've been writ- chance, which is all we can ask
ing songs and touring, so we'll for. They haven't booed us off
have plenty of inaterial to work the stage yet.

.,

FREE PASS
VALID FRIDAY, APR. 30TH
ANDMAY2ND
(AFTER 8 PM)·
UNIVERSITY PLAZA, CLIFfON
HashHall.

'Tm crazy about her."
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April&May
28
29
30

1

• The Romero International Center will sponsor a coffee hour today
at 3:30 p.m.
• Eugene O'Neill's A Moon for the Misbegotten will be performed
at Cincinnati's Playhouse in the Park tonight at 8 p.m.
·
• Black 47 will be playing at Bogarts tonight at 7 p.m. .can the
information hotline for details 281-8400.

• The Opera Workshop Performances will be tonight at 7:15 p.m. in
the University Center Theatre.
.
·
• Throneberry will be playing at Sudsy's.
• The Opera Workshop continues tonight at 7:15 p.m. in the
University Center Theatre,
• Amnesty International willmeettodayin the Dorothy Day House.
• Sound Mind will be performing at Top Cats with guests Heavy
Weather.
- ··
• The Royal Crescent Mob will get on the bus to Cincinnati to play
at Bogarts tonight with guests Spiderfoot, Shag, and Big ~Hunk O'
Cheese. Call the hotline for information 281-8400.
·
• ROTC Department celebrates its 57th Anniversary with the 57th
Annual Military Ball. Ball begins at6 p.m. in the Grand Ball Room of
the Cincinnati Marriott Hotel. .For details call Capt. Buck at X 1064.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

OFF CAMPUS
HOUSING
•WALK TO CAMPUS
•FREEHEAT
•CABLE
•PARKING

$260and up
OXFORD APl'S
1005 DANA A VE.
Manager# 751-1840
Office # 474-5093

4

5

.• A Moon for the Misbegotten continues at Cincinnati's Playhouse in the
Park with a perforn:tance at 7 p.m.
• Mt. Adams Pavillion·will host a Karaoke night .
• Stacy & Blues U Can Use will perform tonight at Local 1207 on main
Street.
• H-Bomb Ferguson and The Medicine Men will perform at Cory's.
• Final Exam Week (as if you needed to· be reminded, .
• There will be a board meeting of Programs in Peace and Justice today
at 3:00 p.m. in the Dorothy Day House.
· • Firehose ·will play at Bogarts with Yo La Tengo & Sloan at 7 p.m.
• Spitshine 9 is ~eduled to perform at Sudsy Malones with Last Breath.
• Belly will play at Bogarts with Velocity Girl. Showtime is 7 p.m. For
more information, call the ticket hotline at 281-8400. ·
• A Good Will trailer will be in the parking lot behind Husman and
Kuhlman Halls starting today for the collection of clothing, furniture,
carpeting, sports equipment and small appliances.

• Ekimi willperform at The Southgate House in Kentucky..
• Cistern will be playing at Sudsy Malones.

Upcoming· Events
Saturday, May 8
Sunday, May 9
Saturday, May 15

• The Senior Recital will feature Percussionist James
Goad at 8:30 p.m.
• A new exhibit will be opening at the Xavier Art
Gallery featuring the work of Kimberly Niederhau5en,
Leslye Phillips, Vince Jagodzinski and William Stock.
• Commencement will take place for all eligible
-- seniors at 9 a.m. at Cincinnati Riverfront Coliseum
with a reception at Yateman's Cove immediately fol
lowing the ceremony.
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HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS
Attractive, free laundry, on Iyanhoe
across from Norwood Plaza behind
Dominos, 4-5 students, summer and
school terms available, 321-3006.

GRANDIN HOUSE
Spacious 1 and 2 bedroomluxury high
rise living at an· affordable price - 10
minutes from campus in Hyde Park/
O'bryonville area from $550.00. Call8719494.

C~OC1DS/SERVICES
TYPING
$2 a page. Karen 874-1319

,1rl'

prl'-paid.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
CARPET CLEANING
Full or Part-time
$200-$400 /Wk.
We are currently accepting applications
·for summer help. Part-time pays $200/
wk guaranteed. Full-time pays $400 /wk
guaranteed. If are interested in earning
good money and gaining good job experience, contact Mr: Philips at 483-6682.
M-F from 9a.m.-6p.m.
'

WORK FESTIVALS
Earn $6.00 per hour working weekends
at Cincinnati area festivals. For a fun and
rewarding summer, Call 761-9911

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn $2000+ I month+ world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) HoliSTUDENTS· NEED MONEY FOR
day, Summer and Career employment
COLLEGE?
available. No experience necessary. For
Private scholarship sources available.
.employment program call 206-634-0468
Money-back guarantee. Call 321-8318.
ext.C5564.

Binky Hall.

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed. FREElnformation-24Hour Hotline.
801-379-2900, Copyright# OH050850

MISC.
CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED
89MERCEDES............................:.......$200
86VW......................................................$50
87MERCEDES.............. ~ ....................$100
65MUSTANG .......................................$50

Choose from thousands starting at
$50. FREE Information-24 Hour
Hotline.
801-379-2929. Copyright
#OH050810
.

